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SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE
The Helsinki process, formally titled the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, traces its origin to the signing of the Helsinki Final Act in Finland on August 1,
1975, by the leaders of 33 European countries, the United States and Canada. As of January
1, 1995, the Helsinki process was renamed the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE). The membership of the OSCE has expanded to 55 participating States,
reflecting the breakup of the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia.
The OSCE Secretariat is in Vienna, Austria, where weekly meetings of the participating
States’ permanent representatives are held. In addition, specialized seminars and meetings
are convened in various locations. Periodic consultations are held among Senior Officials,
Ministers and Heads of State or Government.
Although the OSCE continues to engage in standard setting in the fields of military
security, economic and environmental cooperation, and human rights and humanitarian concerns, the Organization is primarily focused on initiatives designed to prevent, manage and
resolve conflict within and among the participating States. The Organization deploys numerous missions and field activities located in Southeastern and Eastern Europe, the
Caucasus, and Central Asia. The web site of the OSCE is: <www.osce.org>.
ABOUT THE COMMISSION ON SECURITY
AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE
The Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, also known as the Helsinki
Commission, is a U.S. Government agency created in 1976 to monitor and encourage compliance by the participating States with their OSCE commitments, with a particular emphasis
on human rights.
The Commission consists of nine members from the United States Senate, nine members from the House of Representatives, and one member each from the Departments of
State, Defense and Commerce. The positions of Chair and Co-Chair rotate between the Senate and House every two years, when a new Congress convenes. A professional staff assists
the Commissioners in their work.
In fulfilling its mandate, the Commission gathers and disseminates relevant information to the U.S. Congress and the public by convening hearings, issuing reports that reflect
the views of Members of the Commission and/or its staff, and providing details about the
activities of the Helsinki process and developments in OSCE participating States.
The Commission also contributes to the formulation and execution of U.S. policy
regarding the OSCE, including through Member and staff participation on U.S. Delegations to OSCE meetings. Members of the Commission have regular contact with parliamentarians, government officials, representatives of non-governmental organizations, and
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BRINGING JUSTICE TO SOUTHEAST EUROPE
THURSDAY, MAY 15, 2003
COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE,
WASHINGTON, DC

The briefing was held at 3:30 p.m. in Room 2261, Rayburn House Office Building,
Hon. Christopher H. Smith, Co-Chairman, moderating.
Participant: Ms. Carla del Ponte, Chief Prosecutor, International Criminal Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia [ICTY].
Mr. SMITH. The briefing will come to order. First I want to thank all of you for being
here, but especially our very distinguished guest. After my ranking member and good
friend, Ben Cardin, makes a very brief opening remark, we will yield the floor to Ms. del
Ponte. We will then go to questions, because I am sure you have many questions about the
ongoing work of the Tribunal. Then we will wrap it up, probably within 11/2 2 hours, depending on what time Ms. del Ponte has to leave.
Let me begin with some opening comments. The Yugoslav conflicts, which began in
the early 1990s, and continued with intermittent lulls until the last year, have had a tumultuous impact on the development of post-Cold War Europe, and a traumatic impact on
the lives of millions.
The forced displacement and the atrocities that occurred on a massive scale exposed
the flaws in several international bodies, including the United Nations and the European
Union, while they compelled others like the OSCE and NATO to respond to the crises on
the continent in new ways.
Now, with other challenges around the globe, our attention focuses elsewhere, recognizing at the same time the imperative of continued engagement in Southeast Europe.
Perhaps of all the precedents set, of all the lessons learned, few are as important as the
establishment of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, and the
understanding that justice must be part of a post-conflict recovery.
While we may want to stabilize the Balkans and move on, those living in the region
are understandably haunted by the evil they witnessed, and in some cases, barely survived in places like Vukovar. I would just say parenthetically, back in the early 1990s,
right as the war was beginning, Congressman Frank Wolf, one of our fellow Commissioners, and I went to Vukovar, just prior to its fall, while it was surrounded by armed Serbs,
tanks and heavy weapons. We went through a corn field into the town and saw horrific
suffering among the people. We got out that day, but just weeks later it fell. That was
when some of the worst atrocities and the killing in the hospital occurred, where people
were literally dragged out and killed. We know that there are at least three of the Vukovar
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indictees, formerly four, three that the Tribunal has a very real interest in and is working
to prosecute.
While we know that what happened in Vukovar, as well as in Srebrenica, gives us the
chilling sense of horror, and we can imagine their impact on those that have survived,
justice must be at the root of our efforts to address the underlying causes of these conflicts
if the people of the region are to overcome the legacy of this dark, closing chapter of the
20th century.
Our very distinguished speaker today, the Honorable Carla del Ponte, understands
this reality more than anyone else. As the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavias Chief Prosecutor since 1999, she is responsible for ensuring that those individuals responsible for war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide in contemporary Southeast Europepeople like Slobodan Milosevic, Radovan Karadzic, and Ratko
Mladicare held accountable.
As justice is pursued, the people of the region will be able to move forward. Ms. del
Ponte brings more than two decades of legal experience, much of it as a prosecutor in
Switzerland, to this very daunting task.
We are pleased, again, to welcome her. I would like to yield to Mr. Cardin, and then
to our distinguished guest.
Mr. CARDIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. del Ponte, it is a pleasure to have you back in Washington. We thank you very
much for your dedicated work to bring individuals to justice, and to bring closure to this
period in the history of mankind.
Mr. Chairman, I first want to point out that the work of this Commission, the work of
the U.S. delegation, was instrumental in the creation of a war crimes tribunal.
At our every opportunity, we have used our membership in different times to press
for cooperation with the states involvedthat have been harboring indictees, that have
not cooperated as much as we think that they should, that have put obstacles in the way,
whether it is the making available of witnesses, or the production of documents, or, obviously, the arresting of indictees. We have found less-than-adequate cooperation, and our
Commission has used every opportunity we can to assist you in doing your work. It is
difficult work. We understand that, we fully support it, and we very much appreciate your
presence at this time.
We are very close to the next certification date, June 15, on which our foreign operations appropriations are contingent upon a certification by the administration, in large
part on their cooperation with you, Ms. del Ponte. I would hope that this briefing will help
us to try to formulate what our response or advice should be to the administration in
regards to that certification.
Mr. Chairman, I think it would be very useful if we can reach some type of understanding with our Commission as to how we should advise the administration on the certification on June 15. Obviously, the Chairman had mentioned three highly visible war
criminals, two of which, by the way, are still at large, as well as others, so we look forward
to your information today so that we can assist you.
We are anxious to bring termination to your work. We would like to see the War
Crimes Tribunal be able to complete its work in the near future successfully.
So we would like to work with you on a game plan as to when we can expect the
Tribunal to be able to complete its work, and what help you need from the countries in the
region in order to be able to successfully complete your assignment.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Thank you. Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to
inform you about my work. As you know the support of the Congress in the implementation of my mandate has been of crucial importance. It still is.
I was told that I have time for a brief introduction, because, of course, I could speak
hours about ICTY. However, first I wanted to present my political adviser, Mr. JeanDaniel Ruche.
Having a political adviser is important for a prosecutor, because a prosecutor is not
aware of all the political issues that can emerge. But in nearly 4 years I learned a lot about
that. So, I must say that a lot remains to be done. As you know, the last months have been
marred by the tragic murder of Prime Minister Zoran Djindjic. He told me when we met
on February 17 that he would deliver Mladic to The Hague this spring.
Those of us who had a close relationship with Mr. Dzindzic should live up to his
legacy. As long as Mladic, as well as Karadzic in Bosnia, and Gotovina in Croatia, is still at
large, justice will not have been served. If you want law and order to prevail, not only in
the Balkans but in the world, we have to ensure that international justice is credible.
With these three main perpetrators still at large, there can be no true sense of justice
among those who lost their loved ones.
We elaborated, for ICTY, but also for the Tribunal on Rwanda, a completion strategy.
This means that we have elaborated a program for our future investigations to conclude, to execute the mandate that we received from the Security Council. It is a risky
exercise for the prosecutor to elaborate a program, a completion strategy. But we have
done that. In 2004, we will finish our investigation. We will have issued by the end of 2004
all of our indictments. We will have only to present the case in court trials and second
degree appeals. But obviously we need cooperation from Belgrade, from Sarajevo, from
Pristina and from Zagreb. That is our difficulty.
The help we receive from the international community to pressure the states to cooperate with us is extremely important.
Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. I will ask just a couple of questionsI have manyand yield to Mr. Cardin.
Mr. Cardin earlier referred to the fact that we were very supportive and have continued to be supportive of all the work that you do. I remember in the early days when the
question was whether or not we were providing enough start-up money for the Tribunal.
There were people in the administration that only wanted to go so far, believing that our
partners needed to come up with the additional funds.
I and others sought to provide, and we did succeed in many ways and increase our
share. So there has been a long-standing deep commitment by the U.S. Government.
However, there have always been concerns about whether or not we provide the kind
of support needed when it comes to information that some in our government would be
concerned about losingmethods and sources, intelligence information.
Now, has there been the kind of cooperation on the intelligence side that you need in
order to prosecute effectively?
Second, let me ask, we understand that Wesley Clark and Richard Holbrooke might
appear before the Tribunal. Is that likely? Would that be useful? Is our government cooperating, permitting them to testify or encouraging them to testify, based on what they
might know?
I have other questions, but that is the opening.
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Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes. About the intelligence information: We receive such kinds of information, but of course we cannot use it in court as it is in the national systems. Particularly, we have a rule, Rule 70, that does not allow us, even if it is possible, to use this
information in court.
We must ask you to provide us the authorization to use these documents. They are
essentially transcripts of conversations. We have conversations of Milosevic, of Karadzic.
So sometimes it is very difficult to obtain from the provider the authorization to use them.
So many times, we are trying to find other evidence that allows us to avoid the use of
this kind of information. But sometimes we do not have the other sort of evidence.
So normally we carry on long discussions with the provider to obtain the authorization. About the United States, sometimes we have success. Sometimes we have not.
About Holbrooke and Clark, we have now been discussing their appearance in court
for a year. The only difficult matter is regarding closed session or open session. We think
that it is not necessary to have a closed session. Both are authors of books. So I think it is
public what they have written down in their books. But it is still in discussion with the
government. We hope to find a solution.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Mr. Cardin?
Mr. CARDIN. Let me try to get some specifics. First, I would appreciate your assessment as to how much more time you believe will be necessary for you to complete your
assignment. That is obviously contingent upon cooperation in obtaining the material necessary to prosecute cases.
Then in regards to Serbia, I would like to get from you what additional cooperation is
necessary. If you cannot answer that today, if you can make it available to our staff, that
would be useful. We know the indictees and the attorney over the indictees. As I understand it, there has also been difficulty in getting access to documents and, perhaps, access
to witnesses. I do not know. If you could be specific, that would be useful for us.
As I have indicated, we have had conversations with the Serbian Government. They
have indicated that they are cooperating, they believe, fully with your request. So I would
at least like to get your testimony on this point.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes. Cooperation with Belgrade. I would first speak about the rest of
fugitives. We have a total of 18 fugitives now. Many of them are in Serbia and Montenegro.
The most famous obviously is Mladic.
We have also another important fugitive related to the infamous Vukovar massacre.
We have Security Council resolution from 1998 that instructs the government to arrest
Sljivancanin, but Sljivancanin is still at large.
I would now speak about Mladic. Mladic is a grave story because we know where
Mladic is. Mladic is in Serbia. We have received information about the whereabouts of
Mladic. We passed this information to the Serbian government in Belgrade, and nothing
happened.
Under our rules, the government has an obligation to advise us what is being done to
locate a fugitive. We never received a report from the government in Belgrade to advise
us what was done to locate Mladic.
At the point that today I have other information about the location of Mladic, but I do
not know to whom to pass this information because I cannot trust that they are operating
and trying to arrest him. So that is the situation with the fugitives.
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On documentation, we have some cooperation. We received some documents. We
have some access to documents. But now in the Milosevic trial alone I have requests for
155 documents pending. For more than a year we have been requesting that the government give us this documentation. The last excuse was that these documents were destroyed by NATO bombing.
But I cannot accept that. It is an excuse because they are not indicating which building the NATO bombing destroyed while the documents were there.
After one and a half years, I think now is not the time to use this excuse. Most importantly for many of these documents, we have a copy. So I am going Monday to Belgrade to
try to find a solution how to authenticate the copy I have, because it is a copy of the
original that I have.
That is the situation now. The situation is that the Serbian Government and the Government of Serbia and Montenegro decide when it is good, and politically good, and they
give cooperation. When they decide that politically it is damaging, they are not cooperating with us.
So it is not the Tribunal or the office of the prosecutor or the prosecutor who can
independently conduct the investigation or the trial. It is the Government of Serbia and
Montenegro that decides if it is time now for cooperation or not.
What is it about fugitive documents that you mentioned?
Mr. CARDIN. The availability of witnesses.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, witnesses.
Milosevic trialit is a good moment for us. After the assassination of Djindjic, we
have some spontaneous witnesses, insider witnesses, who were asking to appear in court.
That is particularly important for us.
But it is also another situation. Some witnesses do not want to appear in court anymore because they receive threats. Those threats are articulating in Belgrade, and we are
asking the Serbian GovernmentSerbian and Montenegro Governmentto protect our
witnesses. They accepted to do it. Sometimes they are doing it. Sometimes they have
difficulties doing it. But that is a great concern of ours.
Mr. CARDIN. Can I follow up one point, the tragic assassination of Prime Minister
Djindjic? There were reports that there was more interest within Serbia to control the
gangs and the outlaws, and that there was an interest in gaining more control over law
and order in the country, and that it might be more popular to cooperate with the War
Crimes Tribunal in turning over indictees, as a clear message that the people of Serbia
wanted to maintain order rather than letting these outlaws basically control their country. Has that been translated into any increased cooperation with the War Crimes Tribunal?
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, I was hoping that it would be true because in a few weeks and a
few months they arrested 10,000 people. Though, of course, my question was to the Serbian
Government, so lets execute all those arrests of our fugitives because that shows that
they can when they want to.
The Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Interior told me that first they
were concerned about the common criminals, criminals linked to organized crime. I suggested that the connection between organized crime and war criminals is absolutely proven
because the criminals at large are working very closely with the members of these gangs,
these mafioso gangs.
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But they told me, no, we will first be concentrating on the common criminals and only
after will we try to arrest the war criminals. But unfortunately, we are not now in the
after period. I am still expecting that they are coming to this period.
I understand that during this operation they arrested two of our suspects, Stanisic
and Simatovic. But after few weeks, they called us for help. They told us, we cannot keep
these two persons in detention, so if you could can, come out with your indictment and
arrest warrants. It would be great for us.
Of course, investigations were ongoing. We were not prepared. It was 2 weeks ago,
though, I called my staff to accelerate the work, and it was possible to issue the indictment, obtain the confirmation, the arrest warrant, and now both are awaiting transfer to
The Hague.
So that it was good, but it must not be sold as cooperation. It was the help that we
gave at one moment to the Serbia and Montenegro Government when they asked us. But
we are cooperating much more than they are cooperating.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask a question. As Mr. Cardin pointed out, we are all awaiting the
June 15 deadline for the President to make a certification pursuant to Section 578 in
regard to funding for Serbia. The operative language calls among other things for the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to be cooperating on a continuing basis with the International Criminal Court Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, including unimpeded access for
investigators to archives and witnesses, the provision of documents, and the surrender
and transfer of indictees, or assistance in their apprehension.
This is the operative language relevant to the Tribunal. We have a report, which we
will make a part of the record, that has been given to us by the Embassy of Serbia and
Montenegro on their cooperation from 2001 to May 6th of this year in which they talk
about the transfer of indicted persons and gives quite a bit of information. Obviously, you
know better than anyone else. It is very important to know what your opinion is on this.
No one knows better than you and your office whether or not this cooperation has been as
robust as we anticipated and hoped for.
Ms. DEL PONTE. May I have this document, because it is of some interest to us?
But, no, of course not. Obviously, they generally cooperate with ICTY. Access to document, access to witnesses, but you know, it is generally. So theyit is true what they are
saying. They are cooperating. Yes, because some documents we receive. Some witnesses
we have access to. Some fugitives are voluntary surrendering. So we cannot deny totally.
But what I am saying here is that they are not cooperating in the points that it is the most
important for our activity.
So it would be great if now we are speaking more concretely.
What is cooperation? Is cooperation the arrest and transfer of Mladic and Sljivancanin
and Pandurevic, for example? Of course not, because the arrest and transfer of Mladic will
facilitate a lot after to continue to have full cooperation. But the arrest and transfer of
Mladic mustshould be really the condition. Arrest and transfer of Mladic, yes.
Mr. SMITH. Your point could not be more clear.
I say to my friend and colleague Mr. Cardin that your insights, I think, help us to
advise the President, because the last thing we want is for the government in Belgrade to
get the view that they can escape doing what they need to do as articulated by the distinguished chief prosecutor. The meaning of this language is pretty clear, and you have given
it additional meaning.
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They are probably represented here, but we will convey this message to them as well.
Our friends in Serbia and the embassy need to know that we are not kidding. These are
very important points, and they could not have been more strongly stated than by you.
Ms. DEL PONTE. We are in a completion strategy now. So we know exactly what we
need to finish our activities. But the arrest of the fugitives and access to the archives,
military documents, we are not asking for a fishing expedition. We have the list of the
documents we need, 16755 now155. So we know exactly what we need.
Mr. CARDIN. That is one case, that is just the Milosevic case?
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, that is in the Milosevic case. Of course, the documentation for
Milosevic is needed also for many other trials and investigations, but I can give you the
list of documents, because that is important, and you will read here, I think, that NATO
bombs led to their destruction.
So you will see which kind of documents were destroyed by NATO bombing, but I do
not know in which building and when they were destroyed.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that. That is very helpful. Let me ask about Croatian cooperation. In Zagreb, recently, you indicated that there seemed to be cooperation there. Could
you elaborate on that?
Ms. DEL PONTE. With Croatia it is going better. With Croatia, there was the usual
initial fight, but I must say the importance is that Croatia is now much more willing to
cooperate with us. It is linked to the request of Croatia to enter into the European Union.
So, of course, it is one of the elements to be admitted to, not to hide war criminals, not
to obstruct our work. But although with Croatia we are on the point of arresting a fugitive, Gotovina, former General Gotovina.
Gotovina is like Mladic in Serbia, he is like Karadzic in Bosnia-Herzegovina. So we
have these three fugitives that must be arrested and tried. And we are insisting, I am
insisted by the Prime Minister Racan about the arrest of Gotovina. Of course, we do not
know where he is, and it is strange because the office of the prosecutor has known where
he is, but not the Government of Croatia.
So we share our information, we insisted on the location of these fugitives. I must say
we hope that Croatia now will secure his arrest, because it is even not a question of locating him, but it is just a question of executing the arrest. Because they know, they know
exactly where he is.
But, it is always the politics that interfere in our activity, because he is considered to
be a hero in Croatia by some part of the population, and that is the reason why.
I do not know, I have no justification, but I do not know why it is also difficult to have
access, although in Croatia, to documents pertaining to the military, to the army.
We insist. That is what we are doing, but of course it is important that the international community stay and support us, pressuring the cooperation with us.
Mr. SMITH. If anybody has any questions, please make your way to the microphone.
Two questions. I do not want to put too much emphasis on this, but it is May 15, and we are
one month away from the June 15 deadline. If the President were sitting here today, with
all the information you have, would your recommendation be to certify, or would it be to
withhold that certification based on lack of cooperation?
Secondly, in the briefing paper that we got from the Embassy of Serbia and Montenegro,
they make the point that the local courts are taking up a number of indictments and criminal prosecutions. In your view, professionally speaking, are they adequate to that task?
Can you comment on that?
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Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes. Your first question, if you authorize me I will apply to the right
not to answer. That means that I do not want to be involved in that.
I am confident that you will choose the best way, too, because you know, my goal is to
obtain the arrest of fugitives, to issue indictments, but how it is done I leave to the authorities. I want just to remember that Milosevic was transferred in June 2001, three days
before certification. I hope that Mladic will be transferred in June 2003.
Local courts. Local court, yes, it is the future of what we are doing now that the local
courts could assume and conduct investigations and trials against war criminals in their
own territory, because that will be the best element of effective reconciliation.
We must make a distinction here between the different states. In Bosnia-Herzegovina,
the high representative in Bosnia-Herzegovina is trying to put in place a state court with
three trial chambers: organized crime, corruption, and war crimes.
We support that, we stay very near to the high representative, because at the end of
2004, when we will finish our investigations, we will be awaiting to transfer the cases,
many cases, because, you know, in our completion strategy we focus on the high responsible, that we have on our list, but we have evidence against many other perpetrators.
And, of course, as a prosecutor I do not want to accept impunity for other perpetrators, so the activity of the local court will be the future of this status.
In Croatia, we had a positive development because there was a case against former
General Noritz. And when the Government of Serbia, 2 years ago, asked us to conduct the
trial against him, against the advice of my people in The Hague, I said, Lets see if Croatia
is able to do it. Because of primacy, we can call back the case.
I must say, after a very hard beginning they have succeeded, and General Noritz was
convicted and sentenced to 12 years imprisonment. We are pleased about that, because
that means that they are able to do it.
So we are now envisioning transferring other cases, even one case where one indicted was arrested and provisionally released. And because I thinkI think there is a
future for them.
Serbia, at the moment, is still difficult because they do not have the structures to do
it. They even have difficulties with the common criminality. I think we must wait until
they can put in place the structure.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Cardin, you have comments at hand?
Mr. CARDIN. [Inaudible.]
Mr. SMITH. Oh, yes, please. And then we will go to you.
QUESTIONER. My name is Bojan Klimov. I work for Croatian Service, Voice of America.
Regarding the Gotovina case, I was wondering if the Croatian Government offered a reward recently for information about whereabouts of Gotovina. You just said that you think
that they know where he is. So I was wondering if you would comment on that. Did you
find that out, I mean, in your meetings with Mr. Racan? Or how did hewhat did he say
regarding this?
Also, as you have your political adviser here. Maybe you could comment on the sort of
political context of the whole thing and how much it is important to you. Maybe they know
where he is but they are simply afraid. Going after him, knowing from the experience in
Serbia what happened to Djindjic and so forth. So, if you would give some kind of political
context.
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Also allegedly there are some upcoming indictments for Croatia. If you would comment on that. I mean, I do not know if that is your practice or not. But the Croatia media
is writing about it. There are lots of speculations and so on.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes. They put in place a reward last week. And as you know, it was a
counter reward from aI do not knowit was an association of...
A VOICE FROM AUDIENCE. From the Patriotic Bloc.
Ms. DEL PONTE. ... the Patriotic Bloc. And it is true that, as you said, it can be political
momentum, difficult political momentum, to arrest somebody, because normally it is political. It is not really about being afraid to be killed, no. No, I never ever dreamt it was
because Djindjic was trying to reorganize the police and to reorganize and to get power
about the army. And after that, he told me, they will kill me.
So he knows exactly from whom came the danger for him. It was not about the arrest
of fugitives. And it is not thatabsolutely not in Croatia. I was not mentioningI have no
mention from the prime minister.
But you know, it is possible that Gotovina now during last weeks disappeared. Of
course, because with the publicity, with the reward and so on. But that does not mean that
he is not in Croatia, because you know, it is like Karadzic. The best territory for their
protectionthe same territory where they were acting.
So it is important thatI hope that they will do it. But now the police is acting.
Because, you know, it is also the question between the institutions. When we last year
spoke about Mladic in Serbia, the general, chief of the army, told me: It is not that hes
protected by some in the army, former generals. But the army has no mandate to locate or
to arrest him. That was the answer I received. You know, between institutions, it is the
police which must act.
Mr. SMITH. Yes...
[Crosstalk.]
Ms. DEL PONTE. New indictments, yes. As I said, in our completion strategy, we have 30
other suspects, divided in the different groupsSerbs, Bosnian Serbs, Bosnian Croats,
Muslims, Croats, Macedonians, and Albanians.
I am expecting now to get Gotovina, Mladic and Karadzic. Then I will talk to the
government of the different states, the names of our suspects so that they can provide
fully, speedy cooperation that can help us end our investigation and issue our indictment.
QUESTIONER. [Inaudible.]
Ms. DEL PONTE. And you know why? Because after the arrest of Mladic, Karadzic and
Gotovina, it will be much easier for all three countries to cooperate with us. It will be not
difficult any more. No interfering from the politics. It is my opinion.
QUESTIONER. Eric Witte, Coalition for International Justice. Of course, the Srebrenica
trial just started this week and it is a very important trial. Yet, there are five fugitives
who remain at large, presumably in Serbia. They are Popovic, Borovcanin, Nikolic and one
other. And I was just wondering what that means for you in terms of efficiency? Having
will there have to be another trial for these fugitives? And what if they only come one or
two at a time? Again, what is the impact of the cooperation on the rest of the Srebrenica
fugitives on the efficiency of the Tribunal? Thank you.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, Srebrenica, we have five accused. Four of them are arrested and
one is still at large. I mentioned him, Pandurovic in Serbia. And other fourbut in another indictmentis Borovcanin, Popovic, Beara and Drago Nikolic.
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Of course, but if they are not all arrested and they cannot be put on trial all together,
it will be a repetition of a trial. Same facts, same counts, same accused. It is a secondand
of course, that is afor us, obviously, it is damaging in the sense that the witnesses must
appear twice. As you know, it is not an easy task for a witness to come and appear in court,
cross-examination.
But we are now nearly used to that. Karadzic should be in court with Krajisnik. The
Krajisnik trial will start very soon. And if we do not have Karadzic, it will be another
repetition.
QUESTIONER. Hi, I am an independent journalist here in town. I had a question that
goes back a ways.
On March 23, 1999, The New York Times published a front page article, an investigative piece by Raymond Bonner, in which he documented U.S. funding intelligence and
training for the 1995 cleansing of the Krajina in Croatia.
At that time, your office was quoted as not being able to get the documentation or the
cooperation from the Clinton administration that you needed to proceed with your investigation.
I just wondered if you could update us on that, and also if you could tell us if the Bush
administration has been any more forthcoming?
Thank you very much.
Ms. DEL PONTE. I think that we have not advance in our request. But I must also tell
you that it was not particularly necessary to insist on that. We could have other evidences
and information on that.
QUESTIONER. Has anyone been indicted with respect to that particular ethnic cleansing, which I think was the first of the Balkan wars?
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, of course. Not a particular individual only for that, but this matter
is included in our overview of the Krajina situation.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Abramowitz?
QUESTIONER. David Abramowitz from the International Relations Committee. Returning to the Milosevic trial, I wondered if we could talk a little bit further about the testimony of Ambassador Holbrooke and General Clark?
I was wondering if you could give us your assessment of the importance of their testimony to the case, the concerns you have? That is number one.
Number two, the concerns you have about any testimony not occurring in open session and why that is so important to OTP that it be done in open session?
And, finally, what are the alternatives for the United States in terms of trying to
protect the classified information that theythat we may have and we may have serious
concerns about, but also providing testimony on the open record as much as possible?
Ms. DEL PONTE. I am sorry I cannot answer on this question about the merits of that
because it is under rule 70. Under rule 70 it is not possible to argue here publicly about.
What I can say about open or closed sessions, if you follow the Milosevic trial, you will
see that our judges from the trial chamber are hesitant to accept closed sessions, because
Milosevic is complaining every time he is asking to have closed sessions because he isas
you know, he does not recognize the trial chamber. He calls the president Mr. May, not
President because he does not recognize the Tribunal.
Hes speaking publicly to Serbs, to the people in Serbia, though he does not like the
closed session.
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QUESTIONER. Well, I meant, in speaking to the people in Serbia, does the coverage in
Serbia, the television coverage, hurt his case or help the case for justice?
Ms. DEL PONTE. Yes, since the beginning there was daily coverage, totally simultaneous coverage. Now, they cover that but no longer simultaneously. You know, the action
was positive at the beginning.
Finally, he is now on trial, after we have had a period when they were not satisfied
because of the statements of the witness in court. There were no particulars, you know
it was a little bit boring for the people, for the population outside. But now, it is even now
getting better because we have many insider witnesses so they are following it very closely.
But, you know, it now one year thatmore than one year2 years that Milosevic is
gone from Belgrade. And it is very soon that theyll have forgotten. Yes, it was Milosevic.
But there are you know, new challenges, so it is even more so important to follow up.
But, of course, they are expecting now the end of the Milosevic trial.
QUESTIONER. Is the resolution of the Holbrooke-Clark testimony affecting the timing of
this trial? Or you are successful...
Ms. DEL PONTE. No, no because if we will not find a solution, we will renounce. We are
obliged to renounce, because you know the trial chamber gives us a certain time to present
our case. We are asking now to have more time. We expect a decision from the trial chamber, because it is important. But we do not know now what will be the decision.
So it probably will be renounced. And it probably will accuse Milosevic, ask Clark and
Holbrooke to appear as defense witnesses. I do not know.
QUESTIONER. I am also with the Voice of America. I just wanted to askperhaps this is
a funny political question. Who do you expect will apprehend Karadzic, SFOR or the BosniaSerb authorities? And, if I can, by the way, ask a follow-up, how important do you think it
is for Karadzic to be apprehended, I mean in the context of Bosnia-Herzegovina in the
future?
Ms. DEL PONTE. Karadzic is my nightmare. Karadzic is now at large for 8 years. Since I
got in office, I have been trying to obtain the arrest of Karadzic without success. We need
the arrest of Karadzic.
Of course, it will beit will be SFOR. It will be NATO. Because, as you know, hes in
Republika Srpska. Hes moving to Montenegro. I have information that he was in a monastery, Ostrog monastery.
Prime Minister and former President Djukanovic told me it is absolutely not true.
And so hes there. Hes protected in the Republika Srpska, because also hes or considered
as another hero or such. So hes protected by the population, by the authorities, by the
police, by all in Republika Srpska.
So, of course, it will be NATOs work. I think that the arrest of Karadzic will be of
immense, immense positiveit will be positive and important for democracy in the
Republika Srpska, for Bosnia-Herzegovina. It will facilitate reconciliation. It will be extremely, extremely important. And, really, I go around to try to obtain the arrest of Karadzic.
It is extremely, extremely important.
QUESTIONER. I have one more question.
Mr. SMITH. Please.
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QUESTIONER. Is thereare there any plans to arrest, indict or call as a witness Hashim
Thaci to see what his arrest or his speaking may shed on earlier wars in the Balkans? Hes
now an official in Kosovo.
Ms. DEL PONTE. I am sorry, I cannot comment on that. But I can say that we have two
investigations ongoing against Albanian perpetrators, suspects. And I must tell you that
we have many difficulties in interviewing our witnesses, victims, because they have enormous fears and they are living there in Kosovo.
So it is absolutely incredible, incredible. Even if we suggest protection of the witnesses, relocation of witnesses, the most important of them, they do not want to be relocated or protected. They fear that they could be found, reached by some damage. So we
insist, we will see.
QUESTIONER. I am from the Voice of America, Macedonian service. I would appreciate
your comments on any developments in investigating several possible war crimes in
Macedonia.
According to the media reports, one investigation would focus on events in the village of Ljuboten, near Skopje. Six ethnic Albanians civilians were killed there in a military operation following a landmine explosion in which eight soldiers died.
QUESTIONER. And the second case was related to a rebel ambush near Tetovo, when
eight Macedonian soldiers died.
So I would appreciate any comment on that, and I have...
Ms. DEL PONTE. In the completion strategy we have two investigations that concern
Macedonia. But you have more details than I have.
QUESTIONER. OK, and one brief follow-up. The exhumation at two other locations have
started yesterday in Tetovo area, allegedly they are mass graves of Macedonian civilians,
and among others during this operation, there were representatives of The Hague Tribunal.
Ms. DEL PONTE. I know nothing about this operation from yesterday, but probably because I was here and they were not able to reach me. But I have no knowledge. I am sorry.
Mr. CARDIN. If I could just ask one question about other European countries, it is my
observation that the United States has played a very strong leadership role in getting
cooperation from the member States with the International Tribunal.
We use not only the OSCE, but we use our bilateral relationships with Serbia and
with Croatia and other countries to press for cooperation on turning over indictees and
records.
My question is are you receiving the same degree of help from other European countries in raising these issues with their bilateral relations with Serbia or Croatia?
If that is not so, whether you want do it now or later, if you could help us identify
other countries that we might be able to work with to try to get more help in their bringing these issues up when they have bilaterals with these countries.
Ms. DEL PONTE. It is a good question, but I think it is a bad answer for me, because I
really do not know. I do not know in the sense that, of course, I am going to Brussels very
often because it is near to The Hague, but it is not enough to go to Brussels.
I must go around in Europe, I must go in Paris and I will be next month in Paris, and
I must go to London, I must go to Berlin. So, and, of course, I receive assurances that they
will help us.
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But it is much easier in the United States, because I have few interlocutors, and, I
must say when the United States are speaking, of course, particularly in Belgrade, it is
very important.
But my evaluation is that, yes, I receive complaints and support from Europe too. It is
only a little bit difficult to have it all together at the same time.
I do not know, maybe my political adviser has something to add?
Mr. RUCHE. Yes, I think I can point out that at a few elements of conditionality that the
EU Commission in particular has introduced, both regarding the further integration process or the further cooperation, institutional cooperation with Serbia and Montenegro,
and with Croatia.
This is being made dependent on some political conditions, including full cooperation
with The Hague. So this is one point which I think is particularly important.
Regarding EU member States, I wish to remind, for instance, that the U.K. and the
Netherlands are still blocking the ratification of a key agreement between the European
Union and Croatia only because of the deficiencies in the cooperation between Croatia
and us.
So there is something going on, yes. And I would wish the United States and EU to
work closely together on this.
Mr. SMITH. I would like to thank Ms. del Ponte and all of you who have participated in
this discussion. It could not come at a more opportune time, we think, with the upcoming
June 15th deadline, and your input will help us to provide some recommendations to the
administration. Your answers certainly gave us a great deal of information that we now
can act upon.
I thank you, on behalf of Mr. Cardin and myself, and the Commission. We admire and
respect the great work you are doing at The Hague.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Thank you. Thank you very much, and, of course, I am at your disposal,
just call us, we come for all needs. But I underline the importance of your support.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you so much.
Ms. DEL PONTE. Thank you very, very much.
[Whereupon the briefing was concluded at 4:45 p.m.]
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APPENDICES
PREPARED STATEMENT OF
HON. BENJAMIN L. CARDIN, RANKING MEMBER,
COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE
Throughout the tragic period of conflict in Southeast Europe, about which Co-Chairman Smith just spoke, members of the Helsinki Commission strongly supported the establishment of an international tribunal to prosecute those responsible for war crimes,
crimes against humanity and genocide in the former Yugoslavia. Indeed, it has been members of this Commission that often took the lead in ensuring adequate U.S. funding of the
tribunal during its formation, as well as ensuring that cooperation with the tribunal was
high on the United States bilateral agenda with countries of concern.
The assassination of Serbian Prime Minister Zoran Djindjic in March, I believe, revealed the degree to which those responsible for war crimes and those involved in organized crime in Southeast Europe are linked. In some cases, the people are the same. Having prevented the region from advancing economically and politically in a newly united
Europe, these people now thrive on the smuggling, trafficking and other illegal activity
while the average and innocent citizen struggles to survive. It should be in the interest of
every democratic authority in Southeast Europe to cooperate and cooperate fully with the
tribunal, not just to vindicate themselves and their country but to make their own difficult
job of leading reform and recovery a little bit easier.
Unfortunately, we have seen recalcitrance and hesitation in cooperation with the
Tribunal, especially but not exclusively by some officials in Belgrade. It is inexcusable
that some leading persons indicted by the TribunalRatko Mladic and Radovan Karadzic
in particularhave yet to be transferred to The Hague and are still at large in Serbia or
Bosnia. If documents or persons exist who can assist in prosecuted the crimes committed,
it is imperative that the Tribunal have access to them, especially given the safeguards the
Tribunal has for dealing flexibly with sensitive issues.
Hopefully, we are at a turning point in Belgrades cooperation with ICTY and that
outstanding issues like the apprehension of indictees and access to witnesses and archives will be quickly resolved. I look forward to the Chief Prosecutors comments today.
return to briefing
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